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- Important note about software version numbers Version 19.06
A new software versioning convention has been implemented to show the year and month of release.
The most recent GA version (using the old convention) prior to this release was 1.4.

Section 1. Introduction
1.1 Overview
Self-Service Archive Migrator | CMT, also known as SSAM, is a companion solution for Notes Migrator which allows
your end-user community to migrate their local Notes mail archives to local PST files or to online archives. It is an
easy to administer process that enables migrations to run on the end-user workstations.
Self-Service Archive Migrations are administered from an NSF management application much like Notes
Migrator.nsf, the management application used with Notes Migrator. Administrators can use this application to
configure the search parameters used to identify local archives, and to send out mail platform agnostic messages
to selected end users.
End users are guided through a custom configured archive migration process via a series of emails which include
doc links, buttons, and dialog boxes to run pre-migration workstation validations, search for local archives using
pre-set search parameters, or manually browse to find archives that were not automatically discovered.
Once the desired archives are selected, the files needed for the migration are copied to the local workstation, and
the migration runs.
Features Include
•

The ability to migrate one or more local Notes archives to individual local PST files or to an online archive

•

End-user driven local migrations

•

The optional use of a translation file

•

Archive discovery via the Notes Archive Profile, database title, database filename, as well as an option to
browse to located archives

•

Specify maximum file size limits for the target PST

•

Deployment of the SSAM application on end users’ workstations via Active Directory Group Policies

1.2 Purpose
This document differs from the Requirement, Installation and Configuration Guide in that provides information
about operational use of SSAM to migrate end users. The Requirement, Installation and Configuration Guide
provides only the important details needed to get SSAM up and running.
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Section 2. License Key
Binary Tree offers one license per archive for SSAM. Licenses will be sold in “pools” that can purchased based on
the number of archive migrations the client requires to perform. As the number of licenses remaining in the pool
gets low, alerts will be sent to the administrator.

2.1 License Features
•

A key will be generated for the number of archives in each pool

•

SSAM will notify administrators when a specified percentage of licenses (default 10%) remain in the pool;
notifications will show in the SSAM application; this is a configurable field

•

When a migration starts, SSAM will check to see if there are any licenses remaining in the pool; if there
are not, the migration will stop.

•

The new licensing will allow installation on any server or workstation that meets the requirements.
Licenses must be applied within 30 days or a new key will need to be issued.

2.2 License Information
Your licensing information displays in the Progress Summary view:

•

Licensed to: displays the name of the company to which SSAM has been licensed

•

Contact: once licenses are purchased, this field shows the contact details of the migration administrator
who is responsible for managing the client’s licenses

•

Demo licenses remaining: shows the number of remaining demo licenses; upon downloading and
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installing SSAM, 10 free demo licenses are provided; once licenses are purchased for the first time, the
name of this field will change to Licenses remaining:.
See the Self-Service Archive Migrator Requirements, Installation and Configuration Guide for information about
applying the license key.

Section 3. Self-Service Archive Migration Management
Application Requirements
•

Migration administrators should have the Admin role in the ACL of the SSAM application

•

End users should have Editor (no delete) access to the SSAM Management application
Notes Reader fields are used to ensure users can only see their own information. In addition, all
administrative functions are hidden from anyone that does not have the Admin role selected in the
application ACL.

•

The migration administrator account will require rights on Domino to create databases.

Section 4. Getting Started: Application Deployment
See the Self-Service Archive Migrator Requirements, Installation and Configuration Guide for information about
downloading and installing the SSAM licensing server and the SSAM application (database). Be sure to keep in
mind the following key tasks when installing SSAM (more details can be found in the installation guide):
1.

Copy the SSAM Manager NSF file to a Domino server which is accessible to your user community. You
must copy the documents and the design.

2.

Sign all elements with the appropriate administrative Notes ID.

3.

Update the ACL for your environment:
•

Ensure that the migration administrators have at least Editor access with the Admin role.

•

End users should have Editor access (default value in the ACL).
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Section 5. Importing Users
Administrators must make sure all options in the Requirements, Installation and Configuration Guide have been
completed before moving to the End User Migration section, to Import Users. If the Configuration is incomplete,
end users may encounter errors when attempting to migrate their data.
1.

Go to the Import Users view under End User Migration.

2.

Click the Import Users button and choose All Users or Select User to Import (from the Domino Directory).
If you choose Select User to Import, you will be able to select users from a picklist.

3.

If importing users from an Excel spreadsheet, select Import Select Users from Excel and follow the steps
below.
a.

Browse for an Excel spreadsheet that contains either a list of users by Shortname or by
InternetAddress. An example of each spreadsheet is below.

Before importing, double-check your spreadsheet to be sure there are no blank lines in the
middle of the list of users. Once a blank line is detected, the application will assume the list has
ended and will stop processing the spreadsheet.
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b.

Once the spreadsheet has been selected, click Open in the browse window. You will then be
prompted to select the spreadsheet key. Depending on which type of spreadsheet you created, select
either Shortname or InternetAddress in the Select a Key window and click OK.

c.

Once imported, two columns will be automatically added to the spreadsheet: Code and Description.
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Section 6. Matching Domino Users to Exchange
The ability to match Domino users to Exchange using PowerShell is available when migrating archives to online
archives. Matching is not required to migrate users if only migrating to local PST files. If migrating users to online
targets, however, administrators match the Domino users to Exchange (see End User Migration Settings in the
Requirements, Installation and Configuration Guide for instructions on setting the migration destination target).
1.

In the Import Users view, select users to match and then choose Match Selected users using PowerShell
(to pick individual users) or Match all users using PowerShell.

2.

Click Yes to continue.

3.

Enter the Exchange Admin password.

4.

Click OK. This process does not currently include a Migration step or Check Errors view, so ignore the
comments relating to them

Make sure the administrator’s execution policy is set in PowerShell. For more information, see
PowerShell Execution Policy.
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Section 7: End-user Communication
Sections 7.1 – 7.4 correspond to the Send Notifications view.

7.1 Sending Messages
1.

Go to the Send Notifications view under End User Migration. Messages may also be sent from the
Migration Report View.

2.

Select the users you wish to send a notification to and click Send Users Notifications.

3.

Select which Message Template you wish to send and click OK.

In the “Message Templates” screenshot above, the order in which the template appear in the
window is not the order in which those templates should be sent. The order in which the
messages should be sent is as follows:
•

1 Week Notice

•

Validation Check

•

Archive Migration

•

Resume Archive Migration Template
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7.2 Sending the Validation Check
Before archive migrations are performed, a validation check should be run on the user workstations to confirm all
requirements are met. The following items are checked:
•

64 bit version of Outlook: SSAM cannot support the 64 bit versions of Outlook. This is due to a limitation
in the Outlook client and cannot be resolved by Binary Tree at this time.

•

Outlook Pro Plus with O365: SSAM can support the Outlook 2013 Pro Plus for Office 365 and Outlook
2016.

•

Registry Updated for O365: No longer required but is verified for legacy upgrades.

•

Mailbox Template Available: A Notes mailbox template (NTF), located in the Notes data directory is
required to perform a migration. This check verifies that it is present and accessible.

•

Multi-User Install: This determines if the Notes client was set up as a multi-user install.

•

Free Disk Space: This calculates the available disk space on the destination drive, so the migration admin
can determine if there is enough disk space for the migrated PSTs

•

.Net Version 4.5.2 or Later: .Net version is 4.5.2 or later must be present.

•

Visual C++ 2013 Runtime: This determines of Visual C++ 2013 Runtime is present.

•

Workstation Audit Issues: Any errors found while running the validation check will be noted in the Audit
Results area.

Any error conditions discovered must be resolved before a migration can be successfully performed. This
validation is also run at the start of any migration. If any of the pre-requisites are not met, the migration will not
start.
1.

Go to the Send Notifications view under End User Migration, select the users to receive the validation
check message and click Send Users Notifications.

2.

Select the Validation Check template and click OK. The users will be sent a message containing a button
that allows them to run the validation check on their individual workstations.

3.

Go to the Awaiting Validation view under Send Notifications to view the users that have not performed
the validation check.
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4.

Go to the Validation Complete view under Send Notifications to view the results of users that have
successfully run the validation check.

5.

Select users that fail the validation and click Reset for validation to send them back to the Awaiting
Validation view; remediate the workstation issues; and then resend the Validation Check template to the
user after the workstation issues are resolved.

If a user fails the validation check, but you decide to attempt to run the migration anyway, the
validation can be bypassed using an action in the Validation Complete view (ByPass
validation). You can also re-enable the validation process with the Reset for validation action.
These actions can be run on multiple users in this view or set individually by selecting Bypass
pre-req check at the Migration stage for this user under Audit Results

7.3 Sending the Archive Migration Message Template
Once all of the configuration options are set, it’s time to send the Archive Migration Message out. This template
has been pre-configured with a basic message, but you may want to customize it for your company.

1.

Go to the Send Notifications view, select the users to receive the message and click Send Users
Notifications.

2.

Select the Archive Migration template and click OK.
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7.4 Sending the Resume Archive Migration Template
Users may receive a license error when there are no more licenses to permit additional migrations. Once the
license error has been resolved (more licenses have been purchased), use this template to let users know they can
resume their migrations. This template has been pre-configured with a basic message, but you may want to
customize it for your company.
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Section 8. The End User Experience
The validation check email will include a button to begin validation.
1.

Users will be presented a button to start the validation.

The migration email contains a Notes Doc link to their Person document in the Archive Migration database. There
is security in place to restrict their access to their own document only.
1.

Users will be presented a button to start the migration, which will take them to the next step.

2.

The user will be presented with a list of potential archives to migrate.

3.

They will select the archive databases they want to migrate and click OK.

4.

If there are archive databases that are not automatically discovered, the end user can click on Add other
mail archive(s), which will allow them to browse to their achive locations.
If the migration is ended before an archive database completely migrated, the archive
database will already be selected for migration (or appear in the list of other mail
archives) if the archive migration is run again.

5.

Users also can choose to opt out of the migration. Selecting the checkbox for I do not wish to migrate my
archive(s) at this time, or I have no archives to migrate will end the process for the user and update their
status to No archives found or user chose not to migrate.
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6.

If the migration destination is an Online Archive, the end user will be prompted to enter their Outlook
password and must wait for the profile to be created before clicking Continue.

7.

They will be prompted for their Notes Password, and the migration will start after they click OK.
This can be avoided by updating the User Security so that Don't Prompt for a
password from other Notes-based programs is enabled in the user’s Notes client.

8.

A migration progress window will run until the migrations are complete. Users should be advised not to
attempt to use their machine until the migrations are done. If the workstation pre-reqs are not met, the
user will receive a pop-up message warning that the migration should not be started and that the
migration administrator has been notified.

9.

Upon migration completion, the user will see the Migration Results section in their SSAM Person
document. This will show the title and location of the source Notes archives, as well as the status and
location of the PST files that were created.

If the migration fails or is canceled before completion, the PST file being migrated to will be deleted and recreated
when the migration job is run again.
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Section 9. Logging and Reporting
9.1 Progress Summary Page
The Progress Summary page shows an overview of your migration, so you can quickly see the current status of the
overall migration.

9.2 Migration Report View
The Migration Report view shows the status of all users you have imported in the database. Click Export Report To
Excel to export a migration report.
Statuses:
Migration Statuses
•

Email Sent – User Notifications sent, grouped by message template

•

Migrated Successfully – The user has successfully migrated their archives to PST files

•

Migration Canceled – The migration was canceled

•

Migration Initialization Failed – The migration failed to start; the log file should be reviewed to determine
the best course of remediation

•

Migration Failed - The migration started but failed; check the logs for the failure reason

•

Migration Not Started – The user has been imported but has not started any migration activity
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License Error Statuses
•

License server unavailable – users who received a notification that the license server is unreachable

•

No licenses available – users who received a notification that they have no more licenses to perform
migrations

9.3 The Person Document
General Tab
Migration Results, Audit Results and Archives to Process
The topmost Migration Results section is visible to the end users and administrators. They will see the source
Notes archives and the corresponding PST files created, as well as migration progress tracking information.
The Audit Results and Archives to Process sections provide more details about the migration and are only visible if
you have the [Admin] role in the application ACL.
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Error Logging/Tracking
If there are errors in the migration logs, they will be parsed to the Error Logging / Tracking section for easy review.
The entire migration log will be attached on the User Log Files tab. Please refer to the Notes Migrator
documentation for detailed information on reading and understanding the logs.

Notifications
The Notifications section lists all messages sent using this application. This section shows when each notification
message was sent, who sent it and what Message Template was used.

User Log Files Tab
The full migration log will be attached to the Log File Attachments field on the User Log Files tab when the
migration is complete.

For information on clearing migration logs, see Appendix A. Exporting and Clearing Migration Logs.
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Appendix A. Exporting and Clearing Migration Logs
In some cases, a too large (32k) error may display and the migration cannot continue until the migration logs are
cleared. To resolve this error, run the Export and Clear Migration Logs process, as detailed below:
1.

In the Import Users view, select users and then click Export and Clear Migration Logs.

2.

Click Yes to confirm clearing the logs.

3.

Click OK on the completion message. The exported logs can be found in c:\logs\LogExport\.
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Learn more about Binary Tree
For more information on Binary Tree, visit us at www.binarytree.com/company/about-binary-tree.
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